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Presidents Letter October 2013
Dear Pisgah Chapter,

T

he weather is looking great for the October delayed harvest stocking. The fishing
should also be super with all the water we have had this year, and an abundance of
insect food for trout.
I am pleased to serve the chapter as President for the next
two years. We have such a strong chapter. Over the last 9
years I have seen steady growth in the Chapter as our processes have evolved through each administration with
great membership support. This includes activities with the
Davidson River Baseline Study and erosion control projects;
informational kiosks; fund management by the Community
Foundation; expanded merchandise sales; support and student fees for Rivercourse; PCTU web site, online newsletters, PCTU Meetup group, membership packets, process
documentation, Forest Festival and Hunting and Fishing day chapter support, Casting for
Recovery support, Trout in the Classroom, and updated bylaws, Little River Stocking; representation at the NCTU State Council; and TU South East regional representation .
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We continue to have strong support for our delayed harvest stocking of the Green River, kids fishing days,
road cleanup, and annual Fly Fishing School. In addition, we have started discussions with the DuPont
State Forest administration to look at new project work.
Looking forward, with all the new membership, we need to make every effort to cultivate new volunteers.
There are opportunities to serve in committees, participate in chapter activities, and contribute to our
newsletter. One idea is to have training sessions for prospective volunteers to coach fly casting and knots
at our Fly Fishing School. Also, we could provide training in aquarium maintenance to include more members to support our Trout in the Classroom program.
David Pierce, who is leaving the Board after 6 years, has been providing Trout In the classroom support
for7 schools with trout eggs, help with equipment, and advice to teachers, mostly on his own. We would
like to train additional liaisons to support our current Trout in the Class Room program. Thanks Dave!
I want to extend gratitude to Mark Byington who has guided our chapter for the last two years through
many changes. Mark has been a stellar President. His organized approach and great Presidents letters
were appreciated. Mark has spent countless hours supporting the chapter and has done a great job with
his wife Linda in organizing and maintaining our chapter documentation. Also, Mark has raised a lot of
money for the chapter by listing and shipping donated items on eBay. Mark and Linda have also organized the annual picnic for a number of years.
I also want to share my appreciation for the members who are leaving the PCTU Board after serving their
2 year post. Thanks to Kiki Matthews as past President for her work with the Arbuckle endowment with
the Community Foundation and for work with public relations. Charlie Dotson has done a great job of coordinating the Green River stocking and will continue to support this activity off the Board. Thanks to Joe
Moore for all his wisdom and connections with the Wild Life Center. Thanks to John Kies who has been a
constant source of support and ideas such as the New Member Packet, and for his work on many chapter
activities. He has been and will continue as our representative to NC State TU and at regional and National TU meetings.
I want to recognize others that have made significant contributions to the chapter in the last few years.
This includes Linda Byington as our current Communication Director for growing our web site and including six years on online newsletters. Also, special thanks to Jim Hoskinson who has done an outstanding
job of publishing and evolving our newsletter. Those who represent the Chapter at River Course, like Steve Herring, Mike Dennis, Bob Daubert, and Linda Byington also are appreciated. Jack Soyak continues to
do a great job organizing the Little River Delayed Harvest Stocking. Tim Schubmehl supports us as the liaison for the Davidson River Project and coordinates the periodic Davidson River road cleanup. Thanks to
Skip Sheldon who has done an outstanding job as treasurer and has worked to increase our return on our
investments. Thanks to Clive Morris for doing a great job documenting our Board meetings, and Ed
Hagerott for his legal advice and managing our chapter programs. Thanks to Stu Cohn and Scott Shafer
for their long time support for the Kids Fishing day at their own expense. Thanks to John Barsotti, Norris
McDowell, and other photographers documenting Chapter events. Thanks to the many authors of articles
for our Newsletter. Thanks to the 20 volunteers who helped with this year’s Fly Fishing School. You get
the picture. It is amazing all the volunteers who support our chapter activities.
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Finally, I want to welcome the new Board members, Alan Frank, Dick Schaad, Lou Dondero, Dave Bender,
Frank Cocciolillo, and Jim Czarnezki. I am pleased to have such a strong group of new Board members
joining the current Directors. I hope to include bios to introduce our Board members in the coming months.
On another note, I collected 16 e-mail addresses at the Hunting and Fishing day at the Pisgah Wildlife Center last Saturday from folks interested in our fly fishing school. If we continue to gather contacts it will make
it an easy job to fill the school next April. It was good to see Clive Morris and Joe Moore who helped support
the event.
Tight Lines,
Chris Ellis
September 12, 2013 PCTU Chapter Meeting Bill Oyster Bamboo Rod Builder

Bill Oyster and wife Shannen

Skip introduces our speaker

Oyster Fly Rod
with Rattan Handle
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A

s I was leaving our meeting last month I said something to a first timer like “Be sure to
come back”. His response was “Oh, I’ll be back—it was fun.” Fun! That what it was!
Fun! Where else can you go and have so much fun and its FREE. That is, unless you spend
a few bucks on the fly raffle and in that case you may have fun and go home with a box of flies.
Several people asked who took the photos of Lou’s shop last month—it was Mike Hanesworth. Thanks
Mike. Some were supplied by Lou.
Some people look good clean shaven—others look good with a beard. You be the judge of the two photos
below.

Joe Moore—September
Joe Moore—July
This month’s cover photo is of Al Rogers somewhere out west. I hope you enjoy the article “A Visit to Ron
Gaddy’s”. Ron is recently retired and is enjoying himself. Speaking of cover photos the September/
October of Eastern Fly Fishing features our friend Simons Welter fishing the Davidson River. We think the
photo is opposite the pipe above the Humble Hole. Simons guides for Brookings Anglers, Cashiers, NC

Fishing with Joey
Gordon Riedesel editor of Troutlines newsletter for the
Basil W. Woods Chapter of TU fished with Joe Moore on
Saturday Sep. 21 before the rains came. Thanks Joe for
getting Gordon on the water—publishing a newsletter
“ain’t easy”

Jim Hoskinson
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Pisgah TU Newsletter Article
October 2013 Newsletter
Title: “The Charleston Angler”

O

ur October Chapter Meeting features Capt. David Peralta and Capt. Chris Ulmer with The Charleston
Angler (http://www.thecharlestonangler.com). David and Chris visited with us two years ago for a
great talk and we are looking forward to another one! They will be speaking to light tackle opportunities for
big redfish, trout and other species in the rivers, inlets and bays of the Charleston area. Autumn cooling
does come to the low country but is of course quite different from what we experience in our mountains.
So just what is swimming around waiting for us off the SC coast besides redfish? How about Red Drum,
Sea Trout, Flounder, Bluefish, Cobia, Shark, Spanish Mackerel, Little Tunny, Mahi-Mahi, Jack Crevelle,
Amberjack, Spadefish and Black Drum
Charleston is just four hours down I-26 making it an easy drive and the perfect weekend getaway. In addition to the fishing, Charleston is noted for its food, art and architecture along with its long and fascinating
history. With all this plus the miles of beaches and inter-coastal waterways, it becomes a vacation with
something of interest for everyone. And beginning now, the weather cools a bit and the summer throngs
are gone for the season.
Chris and David will be talking about the fishing opportunities beginning in October and continuing throughout the winter months. Their information can help you plan when you want to head to the salt for big fish.
Be sure to bring your questions with you. Chris and David always give us an informative question and answer period.
We look forward to seeing David, Chris and YOU at the October Pisgah TU meeting!
John Kies

Home
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“The Charleston Angler” continued

PISGAH CHAPTER TROUT UNLIMITED -TRIBUTE TO OUR FRIEND AL ROGERS
Albert "Al" William Rogers
Obituary
ETOWAH-Albert "Al" William Rogers, 91 of Etowah, passed away Saturday, August 24,
2013. Mr. Rogers was born April 22, 1922 in Los Angeles, California. He was a World
War II veteran, commercial fisherman, and a retired NASA Engineer. He was business
owner of AL's Fly Shop and devoted member of Trout Unlimited, Pisgah Chapter, member at Grace Lutheran Church, Hendersonville. Many knew him for his love of outdoors
and fly fishing, he was an inspiration to so many. He is survived by his two daughters,
Christine Belz, and Cynthia Budin; granddaughters, Ashley Sanders, and Rachel Patterson; grandson, Jimmy Rutherford; two great-grandchildren,
October 2013
Dear Al,
How can I ever thank you enough for all that you did for the Pisgah Chapter? As a past president,
there are two things that immediately come to mind. It was always great to see you slip quietly into a
meeting and make your way over to me with one of your warm smiles along with a box of flies to be raffled.
And when it was that time of the year for the Fly Fishing School, your name always appeared on the list of
volunteer instructors to help handle the casting section of the program; which you did with your boundless
enthusiasm and energy.
You had a heart of gold for not only the Chapter and its programs, but for each and every individual
member that crossed your path. Despite being new to the area and only having an opportunity to have
known you for a brief 6+ years, I will always consider it both an honor and a privilege to have met and spent
some time with you.
As Bob Hope so aptly said it; “Thanks for the memories.”
Tight Lines,
Kiki
SNAGS & SNARLS
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A

l Rogers was an amazing supporter for the Pisgah Chapter. He mentored students at nearly all the
Chapter Fly fishing Schools I attended over the last 10 years. In fact he coached students at the 2013
Chapter Fly Fishing school. He expertly tied an amazing variety of flies that were donated to the chapter
and available for sale, along with custom rods, at the Marathon station across from the Pisgah Highway entrance to the Davidson River. I probably won 4 of these fly boxes that he donated, and they were filled
with a large number of flies. I enjoyed talking with Al about flies and fishing. A couple of year ago he told
me about a trip he took at 88 to fish in New Mexico. I will miss Al and enjoyed knowing him. My only regret
is not watching Al tie flies.
Chris Ellis

A Typical Al Rogers’ Fly Box January 2010

I

won a big box of Al Rogers' flies back when Linda was president. The box and most of the flies still resides in my fishing vest, and is opened every time I go fishing.

Al was there at the last fly fishing school, giving casting
lessons. His generosity to his fellow fishermen was absolutely fabulous.
Clive Morris

2008 Fly Fishing Class
Home
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I

was lucky enough to meet Al Rogers in 1989. We met out of necessity, mine of course. I was new
to Trout Unlimited and to fly fishing. I was going through a lot of flies and had not yet learned to tie
my own yet. Someone told me about Al and I lived in Etowah at the time so it was easy for me to go
pick up what I needed. I just called Al a couple of days in advance and then went over to get my order.
It was because of Al that I decided to start tying flies. After it was known to T.U. that I knew AL and
lived in Etowah it was inevitable that I would start picking up the flies for the monthly meeting. I
brought those flies to meetings for at least ten years. In those years I got to see Al on a regular basis
and became friends with him and his wife Helena. On many of my appointments with Al, he would
show me the box of flies and the two of us would discuss various flies. I would ask him how to tie this
or that or a particular technique. He was always helpful and often gave me materials to tie a certain fly.
I considered these my own private tying lessons. Through the years I learned that the two of us had a
few other things in common as well. We both built fly rods and we were both gear heads. On some of
my visits with Al we would go into his back yard and cast his newest rod. He also hooked me up with a
great wholesale suppler for rod blanks. Being an engineer it's not surprising that Al was a bit of a gear
head.All you had to do was ask him about the VW van he drove, and he would tell you all about the
high performance turbo charged diesel engine that powered it. I was lucky enough to go fishing with Al
a couple of times. We were fishing on the North Fork of French Broad one day and I was having an
exceptional day of catching on nymphs. After watching me pull fish out of the river for a while Al finally
asked me "what the hell are you using" I showed him the fly and offered him a few to use. A few days
later he called me and asked me stop over as he had something to show me. He had tied a few of
those nymphs, but with some minor improvements, I still have them today. I knew Al loved to fish dry
flies so I invited him to go the South Holston with me. If you have never been to the Holston it is the
premier river in the south east for world class dry fly fishing. The river has prolific sulphur and BWO
hatches depending on the time of year. We had a good day of catching numerous trout on #18 BWOs.
I think he enjoyed himself because we had plans to go back together but never made it before he
passed.
Al was a kind and generous man. He shared his time and talents with me and TU. He donated flies
for years and single handily was the largest indirect contributor to the chapter we've ever had. There
is no telling how many thousands of dollars he raised with his flies. He also enjoyed helping out with
the casting instruction at our fly fishing school. I know that I will miss my times with AL and I'm certain
that the chapter will also. I'm sure that Al now lives in a place where the fish are all 16 inches long and
they are all rising to dry flies.
Steve Fromholtz

Sep. 2011

June 2011
Home
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Al Rogers – TU Legend

W

e said he was a PCTU legend, and I don’t know what else to call a man who spent over a third of a
century volunteering his time and efforts to our chapter. I knew of Al before I ever met him. I had
come to my first chapter meeting in 2007, held at the UU Church on Kanuga Rd. and was blessed with beginner’s luck as I won a “Days Worth” box of Al’s flies right off the bat. I did the math and understood the value of what had been donated by this unknown fellow. I had no idea this gift from Al had been offered so regularly as a chapter meeting raffle for over 15 years prior. This would not be my only lucky outing at a chapter
meeting raffle and each time it was Al’s flies. I also was the high bidder at a PCTU banquet and obtained a
quality custom fly rod replete with reel, donated by Al.
I did not know Al very well, but admired the man from what I did know. The thing I admired most was his quiet and peaceful demeanor, and of course his dedication to PCTU. What I knew was of the last 6 years of his
90 years of life. As chapter president I had access to the chapter archives, and after his passing, I spent
some time looking back at his chapter legacy. It should never be forgotten. The following is what was
gleaned from the archives:
His first recorded meeting was as a visitor in April of 1974. He listed his Etowah address. He attended
the PCTU picnic at Ed Rinker’s pond in Tryon in November of that year.
He was on the roster and attending regular meetings by April of 1975, and showing up regularly in 1976,
1977, and 1978.
The meeting minutes of February 1978 stated “Al Rogers of our chapter will be teaching a class in flytying at Blue Ridge Tech. in Hendersonville during the Spring quarter.”
The minutes of October 1978 stated “Al showed slides of a western fly fishing trip to the Owens River in
California.”
Al was nominated to chapter board 12/21/88, yet must have already been serving as he was given award
in 1987 in acknowledgement of Board service.
In the meeting minutes of March 1989, “Al donated a 7’ 4 wt. graphite rod that was raffled off for $298.”
The minutes of March 1992 mention the beginning of the regular monthly fly raffle. “The Fly of the Month”
raffle is to include 6 flies of 1 pattern tied by Al Rogers (“tier par excellence”).”
Throughout the years of 1992 through 1997, Al was regularly mentioned and thanked for his donated
flies. He was not the only tier donating, but certainly the most predominant. His flies brought in to the chapter
$1491 in the 1996/1997 year alone.
Al was a Fly Fishing School Casting Instructor in 1998, and would continue this service through 2013.
While I could not locate reference to every year he was available to volunteer, I know he was there every
year I was.
In 2003 he donated flies to the Fly Fishing School participants.
Chapter meeting raffles were not the only place for Al’s donated flies, most any annual dinner or banquet
had for raffle or auction his “outstanding box of flies” or “beautiful box of flies” mentioned.
His donated flies are regularly mentioned in Snags and Snarls throughout the years. It is not a stretch to estimate that Al’s donations have averaged income to the chapter of well over $600/year for over 20 years.
These are merely the items of record. Our records are full of gaps from the early years and are certain not to
cover everyone’s contributions in full. Even so, what we are presented with in the records is an extraordinary
record of service to this chapter.
Home
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It is my belief that Al has effectively set the bar for lifetime chapter dedication, not just for PCTU but for
chapters nationwide. We may hopefully have folks currently who will redefine that definition, but let us all for
now praise and remember a Trout Unlimited legend in Al Rogers!
Mark Byington
Past President PCTU

Lou, Al, John, Larry

Home
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The following pictures are a mix of photos taken on
our fishing trips to California, New Mexico and Arizona over the last 7 years.
Jimmy
James Rutherford, MSN, RN, ACNP-BC, EMT-B

Home
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A Visit with Ron Gaddy

I

n early September John Barsotti and I visited Ron Gaddy of San Ron Worm fame. Ron is a regular contributor to Southern Trout. He lives with his wife Sharon in Waynesville with the Jonathan Creek running
through his back yard. Ron has developed a very active life for himself mostly centered around fly fishing.
His favorite stream is the Cataloochee but as we talked he was familiar with every stream we mentioned—
the N. Mills, E. Fork of the FB, W. & E. Branches of the Pigeon, the Davidson etc. He teaches fly tying mostly to youngsters but has time for all ages—even a couple of old-timers like John and myself.

The lower level of Ron’s house looks out on the
Jonathan Creek and serves as his office and fly tying school.

Home
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In anticipation of our visit Ron glued up a large quantity of San Ron Worms (SRW). As we talked he continued to tie SRW’s (which turned out to be for us). Ron is what I consider to be a scientific fisherman. He fishes in a way to determine which of his flies are best. He’s constantly changing flies and location from top fly
to bottom fly
Ron’s latest version of the SRW is pictured below: He has found that using purple thread with a strand of
purple flash improves the fly. Ron’s latest article in Southern Trout gives more information on the San Ron
Worm as well as tying instructions..
We all know that the San Juan Worm catches a lot of fish. Lately, the squirmy wormie has gotten a lot of
followers, but the San Ron Worm may be better than the other two.
http://www.southerntrout.com/mag/#/126-127/

Mudhole Rod Building & Tackle Crafting

Home
Southern Trout
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I

love beetle fishing for trout! And trout love beetles! Beetles fall from the trees and make “plop” on the
water. The fly fisherman needs to make the right “plop”. Too much “plop” and you scare the fish. Next
to “twitch” or not at the end of the drift. I’m a “twitcher”. It seems like that’s what a trout is waiting for– some
movement but not too much. Terrestrials will be around until our first big frost. That gives us a few more
weeks of beetle fishing. I recently came across Bill’s Beetle Foam which is new to me but may not new to
the market. It Looks Great!
Bill Skillton has an eBay Store: http://stores.ebay.com/skilto?_trksid=p2047675.l2563

Bill’s Beetle
Hook: Standard Dry Fly Hook Size 10
Thread: Olive 8/0
Body: Sparkle Braid Peacock
Foam: BILL’S IRID BEETLE FOAM
Legs: Olive Spanflex

Cut the foam into the shape in the top photo. Tie in the
foam point, add glue (Zap-a-Gap), and wrap the body
with Sparkle Braid.

Home
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Fold foam over hook and tie in Spanflex legs.

Add a second set of Spanflex legs - Trim Body & Legs

Jim hoskinson

Home
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Photo of PCTU participation at the Hands On Work Shop on Sept 17 downtown Hendersonville to introduce children and their parents to fly fishing. Bob Daubert, Chas Glatzer, and Chris Ellis participated.

Snags & Snarls is published twelve times a year by the Pisgah
Chapter of Trout Unlimited, a
non - profit organization for its
members and supporters.
Address comments to:
Snags & Snarls
PO Box 841

TROUT

Hendersonville NC 28793-0841

UNLIMITED

E-Mail jimhosk@bellsouth.net
The Pisgah Chapter web site is
http://www.pisgahchaptertu.org
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Pisgah Chapter Directory
October 2013
President

Director

Chris Ellis

Jim Czarnezki

828 891 5175

czarnezki@netscape.net

chris.ellis_pctu@yahoo.com
Vice President.

Director

Lou Dondero

Alan Frank

ldondero@yahoo.com

Secretary

hiker199@gmail.com

Director

Clive Morris

Dick Shaad

clivemorris@gmail.com
schaad@ymail.com
Treasurer

Director

Skip Sheldon

Dave Bender

828-891-3264
shelhalla@bellsouth.net

trout1944@gmail.com

Past President..
Director-Communications
Mark Byington
Linda Byington
markb@byingtonla.net
Linda@byingtonla.net
Snags & Snarls
Director

Jim Hoskinson

Ed Hagerott
Edhagerott@yahoo.com

828-891-8440
jimhosk@bellsouth.net

Director
Frank Cocciolillo
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Mentor’s List
Chapter Members listed below are
available to accompany one or two
members who would like to learn
more about fly fishing in our
streams. If you are just beginning
to fly fish, here’s an opportunity to
get help from some knowledgeable
Bob Daubert

Welcome New Members
Rebecca Davenport
Bruce Hunt
Morgan MacDonald

693-6262

Elizabeth McIntosh

Steve Fromholtz

674-2450 *

Dave Maxwell

894-0308

Julia Smith

Steve Herring

749-9352

Catherine Wilson

Dale Klug

243-6783

Legend: * weekends only

Reference Phone Numbers
NC Wildlife Violations

800-662-7137

Fish Biologist - Lorie Stroup 828-877-3265 ext 219
Water discharges on the Green River

800-829-5253

http://www.boatingbeta.com/runs/flows/green
Water discharges on the Nantahala River & Tuckasegee River
866-332-5253

2013

October

November

Little River

1

4

Green River

3

6

North Mills

4

7

East Fork French
Broad

2

5

Click Below: For the Complete Delayed Harvest Stocking of All NC Streams
http://www.ncwildlife.org/Portals/0/Fishing/documents/TROUT_MAP.PDF
Home
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